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The Ethics of Artificial Intelligence - Why does It
Matters, Why Do We Need It?
• Cyber-ethics is an approach that aims to prevent abuse or violation of
human rights as a result of various IT operations, data transfer,
protection of human dignity, privacy and intellectual property through
the extensive use of computer networks
• A fascinating range of ethical issues at this stage of technology is to
what extent human rights are essentially affected by the evolution of
artificial intelligence. There are issues related to the conception,
design of AI systems and the vision we have about the evolution of
society through their emergence. We enter the field of the field often
called "ethics of artificial intelligence" - the ethics of AI also called
roboethics
• One of the problems is whether, by realizing new human-like
intelligences, we will not have to rethink the scope of human rights
and transform human rights into universal rights of intelligent entities.

The Artificial Intelligence - When are we going
to meet it?
• The term "Artificial Intelligence" will be 64 years old this
year. It was launched on August 31, 1955 by a group of
scientists, John McCarthy, then Marvin Minsky, Nathaniel
Rochester and Claude Shannon, Dartmouth College
• Theoretically, we are talking about two levels of artificial
intelligence:
• o Strong AI - the level at which virtual machines,
computers, or robots can think, learn, and perform tasks
like a human;
• o AI Week - virtual machines, computers, or robots only
perform tasks limited to a particular field, which is already
happening.

The Artificial Intelligence - When are we going
to meet it?
• Strong AI – yet to be done...
What we have?
Virtual assistance software with a pleasant female name,
such as Alexa, Ava, Amelia, Erica, Valerie etc. and, from time to
time, an aspect of ideal beauty. Software engineers create virtual
entities endowed with intelligence, with an increasingly evolving
learning capacity for different purposes.

One of these goals is to replace the human staff working in the
insurance industry, for example, with such a virtual entity smart
enough to sell insurance packages according to customer
requirements. Another goal is to replace human staff from hotel
reception and, in general, female front-desk staff in companies
The answer to the „When” question is Now! (beginning from now)

Myth reference - Pygmalion

• In the ancient myth of Pygmalion, the sculptor creates
Galatea because he wants to create the ideal beauty and
wisdom. The reality around him was imperfect, normal
women, all imperfect... He wanted to know and meet the
Perfection! (Idealism!)
• The engineers are creating today’s „Galatea” (Alexa,
Amelia, etc.) mainly for increasing efficiency and profit,
for better investment indicators ! (less idealistic purpose!)

AI - a risk to Humanity?
• Nuclear Power – is NP a risk for Humanity? At the time when Marie Curie
and Henri Beckerel made the first experiments, nobody saw a risk for
mankind in this new source of energy or phenomenon.
• Industry & pollution – are they risky? When Industrial Revolution started,
nobody saw any real danger in pollution for decades!

• What are the opinions about AI?
• Stephen Hawking: "The development of a complete Artificial
Intelligence could mean the end of the Human species„
• Elon Musk: "We are fast moving towards the emergence of a
super artificial intelligence that will far exceed any human
intelligence. And I think this is quite obvious” He warned that
the development of Artificial Intelligence systems could lead to
the emergence of a so-called "immortal Dictator„
Other important names who warned us about AI: Stephen
Wozniak, Bill Gates

What kind of Artificial Intelligence do we want?
Joanna Bryson : „Robots should be Slaves” (her book)
(Harvard University doctor, author of numerous research,
including ethical issues related to AI, gouvernment consultant)
“If we design robots such that they need human rights,
then we will be doing both the robots and our fellow
humans and animals a disservice.”
„Also, artifacts are products, so if we were to build
them in such a way that they require even near-equal
status, we would - in the unlikely case we built robots
that could suffer – be doing so only for us to feel
superior to something”

She proposed to be considered unethical to construct
robots with human appearance
Very important: We want to build and sell digital slaves!

Designers point of view
An ever-increasing number of technicians working at the
forefront of the development of AI systems are convinced that
these systems will be able to reach their full potential only if
they become more like humans as long as technology permits.
They work to endow AI with something unimaginable, namely,
"Artificial Emotional Intelligence"!
„Amelia” product from IPSoft USA: recognizes expression and
mimics of the client (pleased, sad, concerned, etc.)
Dylan Glas from Futureway Technologies in Silicon Valley,
creator of „Erica” - Erato Intelligent Conversational Android :
„Detecting emotion is only the first step”
True empathy requires the robot to put itself in the human shoes
The robots should have “common sense”;
To understand cultural and social context;
„On this level it becomes less of a computer vision problem and
more a problem of dialogue understanding and theory of mind”

So, what we really want?
Opinions:
 AI or robots should be slaves...?
 AI must be provided with empathy, cultural knowledge,
common sense...?
The designers, the software developers from the forefront
of the AI knowledge usually have other ideas than the
governements and their consultants!
Designers are building „machines” with empathy and
„deep learning” as well as “emotional intelligence”
If we will be able to have AI partners that will enhance, will augument
our performances and personality, it would be so cynical to refuse
them any basic right !?

It will be in our best interest that they have a complex selfprotection software, and we’ll ask that to the manufacturer
(or the software providers); Therefore, AI will have „fear of
extinction” !!

Preferential areas for AI
• Office activity, secretarial, reception desk

• Insurance, sales, banking assistance
• Education, remote healthcare, medicine

• Self-driving cars
• Content creation (news) for news platforms and anchor
• Power systems, power network grid
What about the auto industry (car factories)? Letˈs ask
again a personality, Mr. Mitsuru Kawai, vicepresident of
Toyota incharged with the manufacturing processes:
Toyota has previously faced quality problems and the need to recall
lots of cars, which has led to lower financial results. After 2015, Toyota
started the reverse process, robots began to lose posts in favor of
people, trained and motivated workers who can critically evaluate the
quality of the works

Toyota case
• Investors still appreciate the idea of „light-out factories"
where human staff is inexistent
• Toyota, the company that set landmarks in the auto
industry with metodologies like LEAN or "just-in-time"
has now a different approach, bringing humans back!
„Such a factory would always remain stuck at the same
stage of development. Robots cannot improve processes.
Only people can do that, and that is why they are always at
the center of our attention”
„We do not rely on systems or robots for progress, but
always on our employees, on their good ideas and their
skills" – concluded Mr. Mitsuru Kawai, vicepresident of Toyota with
the manufacturing processes

AI in the Power Distribution Networks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Load Forecast for Distribution Companies
Energy efficiency and savings
Predictive Maintenance / Big Data Analytics
Maintenance assistance
Smart grid / smart city developments (Microgrids, RES, EV,
Demand Response)
Failure management
Front-desk Office activities (network acces, PR front image)
Customers & clients virtual assistance
Training - professional & safety
more...

CONCLUSIONS
There is still a lot of skepticism about the usefulness of ethics in
technology despite hundreds of books which demonstrates the
opposite
Ethics has become more necessary as civilization has evolved, and
the consequences of non-ethical actions have become more serious

A technology with a huge potential, as it is said to be AI, also poses
unique ethical issues that concerns all of us
The domain of ethics is developing as any field of knowledge, to help
us continue this complex collective creation called civilization
Will we inaugurate a new field of ethics in which the slavery would be
allowed, in the 21st century, to have slaves again, this time robots or
digital creations?
We believe that this should not be the case, ethics must progress
with technology, and we exclude from the start the acceptance of
possible abuse on any intelligent form, born or created
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